The internationalization of the University of Strasbourg

The University of Strasbourg is located in the very heart of Europe and the Upper Rhine Region. It is one of the largest comprehensive universities in France with a particular focus on multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary approaches. It has been awarded Initiative of Excellence (IdEx) funding.

International relations policy 2018-2021

- **Stimulate mobility** of the whole university community: students, lecturers/researchers and administrative staff
- **Share our experience**, scientific and academic expertise internationally
- **Instigate and pilot institution-wide issues**: welcoming refugees, cooperation with French-speaking countries | Francophonie
- **Make our labels of excellence** better known (European Research Council, Unesco and Jean Monnet Activities, Graduate schools (Écoles universitaires de recherche)
- **Piloting the French-Azerbaijani University** | UFAZ

**Multilingualism, a daily reality on campus**

- **20%** of the students are international students
  - Bachelor’s degree: 13%
  - Master’s degree: 22%
  - Doctoral degree: 47%

- **345** partner institutions in 54 countries
- **450** Erasmus+ partner institutions in 32 countries
- About **3 000** mobilities/year
- **2 000** internships abroad
- **118** Double degree Programs
- **230** International Joint PhD
- **550** graduated/year
Strong international commitment

**Strategic partnerships**
Germany, Eucor – The European Campus, Franco-German University,
Canada, Japan, French-Azerbaijani University, United Kingdom

**Partnerships to strengthen**
Australia, USA, Chinese-speaking world, India,
South Africa, Central & Eastern Europe...

**Partnerships to explore and develop**
Morocco, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, West Africa, Cameroon, Korea...

---

**Key figures**

- **Franco-German University | UFA**
  - 6 Franco-German graduate schools
  - About 2000 exchanges/year (students, teachers, staff – incoming & outgoing)
  - 1 PhD Track
  - 18 Double degrees

- **Erasmus+**
  - 4 Erasmus+ International Credit Mobility partner countries

- **Labels of excellence**
  - 18 Nobel Prizes
  - 41 European Research Council grants | ERC
  - 15 International Associated Laboratories | LIA
  - 10 International Research Networks | IRN
  - 1 UNESCO UNITWIN network
  - 1 EUROCAMPUS
  - 1st French university for Jean Monnet Activities dedicated to European studies

---

**International networks**

- Utrecht Network
- University Agency for French-Speaking Countries | Agence Universitaire de la Francophonie | AUF
- UFA (Franco-German University)
- EuroLife
- Academic Consortium 21 | AC21
- LERU (League of European Research Universities)
- UNIMED (Mediterranean Universities Union)
- EPICUR (European Partnership for Innovative Campus Unifying Regions)

---

**PhD Track**

- 2000 exchanges/year (students, teachers, staff – incoming & outgoing)

---

**Erasmus+**

- 4 Erasmus+ International Credit Mobility partner countries
The International Relations Department

The task of the International Relations Department is to implement the University’s international relations policy: encouraging cooperation and networks, developing mobility and measuring our international activities.

We are taking steps to make the university more international:

→ facilitate access to international external funding with a dedicated unit,

→ promote academic exchanges within dedicated structures: International University House, France-Japan University House,

→ implement international cooperation, share good practices and connecting people within various networks.

The University of Strasbourg

👩‍🎓 52 000 students, 🧑‍🏫 5 000 academic and administrative staff, 📚 35 departments,

🔍 71 research centers, ✨ 35 faculties, schools, institutes, 📚 25 libraries,

📍 6 campuses

Location

📍 Lat. 48°35.0352’ N, Long. 7°44.7318’ E

🔗 Eurometropolis of Strasbourg

🔗 European capital, land of discoveries & inventions 🎉, seat of prestigious institutions🔗🔗, culture 🎭
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